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The Baltic Geospatial Information Technology Conference is a unique cooperation between all Baltic

states in organizing regional geospatial industry event and developing cross-border collaboration. The

main goal of the conference is to create unified understanding and vision on geospatial information

technology industry in the region and exchange experiences to expand knowledge and innovation as well

as market opportunities.

Around 00 participants are expected to attend from all over the Baltic States and Western Europe, and it 
is expected to be the largest industry event in the region representing geospatial developers, users,
policy makers and industry organizations. 

The conference is organized by the Latvia's GIS Association (LATGIS), Estonian Geoinformatics Society
(ESTGIS) and Lithuanian Cartographic Society in cooperation with commercial companies and
organizations from all Baltic states.
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Preferred language of a presentation is English.

One slot has a total of 30 minutes: 20 minutes for 

the talk; 5 minutes for questions and answers; 5 

minutes for the participants to change rooms. All 

talks will be live-streamed, recorded and 

published online, along with the slides.



TOPICS

New trends: IoT, indoor mapping, machine

learning

Data collection, data sharing, big data, data

exploitation platforms

ensors, remote sensing, laser-scanning,

structure from motion

Standards, interoperability, spatial data

infrastructure, INSPIRE implementations.

Here are some ideas for possible topics:

If you think your potential presentation is not

related to any of these topics, but it will suit well

in our conference, please apply anyway. If you

seek inspiration from previous events, please visit

APPLICATION
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdR8YtwAUnfU5YLFCEIs_t1KEEq6P9M-tOcIOOAE-9lhJtAQQ/viewform





